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it's also very slow at some points. you can set loading times to be very
short, but it's still slow in places, even if you don't look for shortcuts. there
are no shortcuts in the game, there is no on-screen map, you can't zoom in
or out or change camera angle. the reason for this is that the game is really

buggy and crashes a lot. even the road surfaces and the buildings you
drove past disappeared which meant i was miles out in the countryside.

one other downside is that there are no special stages in the game to play
to find the setting of the stages and this can become very frustrating when
you are trying to find a perfect ride. i would like to see more single player
content in the game as this is really the only reason to pick the game up.

there are plenty of online modes with options to rematch, re-set rally
stages, move stages and change your season settings. there is also a shift-

by-shift mode where you can compete against the other players' ghosts
with realistic view of the leaderboard that is easy to read and add points to
your driver's total. the game is still worth picking up due to the number of

online modes, however. i was pleased with the interface. there's a relatively
simple control scheme: left analog stick moves the car, right analog stick is
for steering. any button you use will access a menu, and an x in the middle
of the screen will cycle through eight different camera views: third-person

view behind the driver, third-person view of the car, first-person view
behind the dash, first-person view of the car, trackside view, championship
overview, a map view that shows your next race and last race, and a rally

stage view.
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